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Abstract: - Real-time crowd sourced maps, such as Waze provide timely updates on traffic, congestion, accidents, and points of
interest. In this paper, we demonstrate how lack of strong location authentication allows creation of software-based Sybil devices
that expose crowd sourced map systems to a variety of security and privacy attacks. Our experiments show that a single Sybil
device with limited resources can cause havoc on Waze, reporting false congestion and accidents and automatically rerouting user
traffic. More importantly, we describe techniques to generate Sybil devices at scale, creating armies of virtual vehicles capable of
remotely tracking precise movements for large user populations while avoiding detection. To defend against Sybil devices, we
propose a new approach based on co-location edges, authenticated records that attest to the one-time physical collocation of a pair
of devices. Over time, co-location edges combine to form large proximity graphs that attest to physical interactions between
devices, allowing scalable detection of virtual vehicles. We demonstrate the efficacy of this approach using large-scale simulations,
and how they can be used to dramatically reduce the impact of the attacks. We have informed Waze/Google team of our research
findings. Currently, we are in active collaboration with Waze team to improve the security and privacy of their system.

1. INTRODUCTION
CROWDSOURCING is indispensable as a real-time
data gathering tool for today‟s online services. Take for
example map and navigation services. Both Google Maps
and Wazeuse periodic GPS readings from mobile devices
to infer traffic speed and congestion levels on streets and
highways. Waze, the most popular crowdsourced map
service, offers users more ways to actively share
information on accidents, police cars, and even contribute
content like editing roads, landmarks, and local fuel prices.
This and the ability to interact with nearby users made
Waze extremely popular, with an estimated 50 million
users when it was acquired by Google for a reported $1.3
Billion USD in June 2013. Today, Google integrates
selected crowdsourced data (e.g. accidents) from Waze
into its own Maps application.
Unfortunately, systems that rely on crowdsourced data
are inherently vulnerable to mischievous or malicious
users seeking to disrupt or game the system [1]. For
example, business owners can badmouth competitors by
falsifying negative reviews on Yelp or TripAdvisor, and
FourSquare users can forge their physical locations for
discounts [2], [3]. For location-based services, these
attacks are possible because there are no widely deployed
tools to authenticate the location of mobile devices. In
fact, there are few effective tools today to identify whether

the origin of traffic requests are real mobile devices or
software scripts.
The goal of our work is to explore the vulnerability of
today‟s crowdsourced mobile apps against Sybil devices,
software scripts that appear to application servers as
“virtual mobile devices.”1 While a single Sybil device can
damage mobile apps through misbehavior, larger groups of
Sybil devices can overwhelm normal users and
significantly disrupt any crowdsourced mobile app. In this
paper, we identify techniques that allow malicious
attackers to reliably create large populations of Sybil
devices using software. Using the context of the
Wazecrowdsourced map service, we illustrate the powerful
Sybil device attack, and then develop and evaluate robust
defenses against them.
While our experiments and defenses are designed with
Waze (and crowdsourced maps) in mind, our results
generalize to a wide range of mobile apps. With minimal
modifications, our techniques can be applied to services
ranging from Foursquare and Yelp to Uber, YikYakand
Pokemon Go, allowing attackers to cheaply emulate
numerous virtual devices with forged locations to
overwhelm these systems via misbehavior. Misbehavior
can range from falsely obtaining coupons on
Foursquare/Yelp, gaming the new user coupon system in
Uber, imposing censorship on YikYak, to cheating in the
game play of Pokemon Go. We believe our proposed
defenses can be extended to these services as well. We
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discuss broader implications of our work in Section IX.
Sybil Attacks in Waze: In the context of Waze, our
experiments reveal a number of potential attacks by Sybil
devices. First is simple event forgery, where devices can
generate fake events to the Waze server, including
congestion, accidents or police activity that might affect
user routes. Second, we describe techniques to reverse
engineer mobile app APIs, thus allowing attackers to
create lightweight scripts that effectively emulate a large
number of virtual vehicles that collude under the control of
a single attacker. We call Sybil devices in Waze “ghost
riders.” These Sybils can effectively magnify the efficacy
of any attack, and overwhelm contributions from any
legitimate users. Finally, we discover a significant privacy
attack where ghost riders can silently and invisibly
“follow” and precisely track individualWaze users
throughout their day,
precisely mapping out their
movement to work, stores, hotels,gas station, and home.
We experimentally confirmed the accuracy of this attack
against our own vehicles, quantifying the accuracy of the
attack against GPS coordinates. Magnified by an army of
ghost riders, an attacker can potentially track the constant
whereabouts of millions of users, all without any risk of
detection. Defenses: Prior proposals to address the location
authentication problem have limited appeal, because of
reliance on widespread deployment of specialized
hardware, either as part of physical infrastructure, i.e.,
cellular base stations, or as modifications to mobile
devices themselves. Instead, we propose a practical
solution that limits the ability of Sybil devices to amplify
the potential damage incurred by any single attacker. We
introduce collocation edges, authenticated records that
attest to the one-time physical proximity of a pair of
mobile devices. The creation of collocation edges can be
triggered opportunistically by the mapping service, e.g.,
Waze. Over time, collocation edges combine to form large
proximity graphs, network structures that attest to physical
interactions between devices. Since ghost riders cannot
physically interact with real devices, they cannot form
direct edges with real devices, only indirectly through a
small number of real devices operated by the attacker.
Thus, the edges between an attacker and the rest of the
network are limited by the number of real physical devices
she has, regardless of how many ghost riders are under her
control. This reduces the problem of detecting ghost riders
to a community detection problem on the proximity graph
(The graph is seeded by a small number of trusted
infrastructure locations). Our paper includes these key
contributions: • We explore limits and impacts of single
device attacks on Waze, e.g., artificial congestion and
events. • We describe techniques to create light-weight

ghost riders, virtual vehicles emulated by client-side
scripts, through reverse engineering of the Wazeapp‟s
ommunication protocol with the server. • We identify a
new privacy attack that allows ghost riders to virtually
follow and track individualWaze users in realtime, and
describe techniques to produce precise, robust location
updates. • We propose and evaluate defenses against ghost
riders, using proximity graphs constructed with edges
representing authenticated collocation events between
pairs of devices. Since collocation can only occur between
pairs of physical devices, proximity graphs limit the
number of edges between real devices and ghost riders,
thus isolating groups of ghost riders and making them
detectable using community detection algorithms..
2. EXISTING SYSTEM
In existing system, hackers easily can act as source
node and sends message to destination. Destination
receives wrong message from hackers. Destination
believes that its correct message from source. Destination
receives the wrong information from hackers.
Messages are passed from sender to destination
(receiver) without any security. Message header holds
source node information which sends the message to
receiver. Hackers can easily change that header
information and sends to destination.
2.1 Disadvantages
Destination gets the wrong information from hackers
or malicious user. There is no any server to detect hackers.
Header information may be hiding by malicious user.
Source node does not get any response from destination
while hackers get that source information.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this proposed system, hackers can not act as source,
because one centralized server is maintaining to check
authentication of source. This centralized server is
sybilguard. It blacks unauthorized users or hackers.
Sybilguard is maintaining source node information and
header information of message. It checks the users using
that details whether they are attackers or normal user.
Hacker‟s information has not been transferred to
destination. Destination has not been receiving any
attacker information.
3.2 ADVANTAGES
Sybilguard is maintained to detect the attackers who
are all act as source node. It deletes that wrong information
from hackers and indicates that they are attackers.
Hackers‟ information has not transferred to receiver.
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Sybilguard act as the centralized server to all users. It
handles the message transmission between those users.
Each user has to register individually. Those user
informations are stored in centralized server and find the
attackers using that information.
4. MODULES
4.1 TOPOLOGY CONSTRUCTION
Topology construction is designed to construct one
topology with available nodes. Register all nodes which
are involved to transfer the data to some other nodes.
Depends upon total nodes, topology will be constructed.
Topology construction module allows you to construct
node path. If already exits, it will not allow to construct
that same path. All nodes are mentioned in topology
construction. User can‟t modify node information after
construction.

range of single and multi-user attacks, and describe
techniques to build and control groups of virtual vehicles
(ghost riders) to amplify these attacks. Our work shows
that today‟s mapping services are highly vulnerable to
software agents controlled by malicious users, and both the
stability of these services and the privacy of millions of
users are at stake. While our study and experiments focus
on the Waze system, we believe the large majority of our
results can be generalized to crowdsourced apps as a
group. We propose and validate a suite of techniques that
help services build proximity graphs and use them to
effectively detect Sybil devices. Throughout this work, we
have taken active steps to isolate our experiments and
prevent any negative consequence on real Waze users. We
also proactively informed Waze team of theses attacks,
and worked with them to mitigate the threat.
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